
                                                                                                                              
 

521st Air Mobility Operations Wing 

Mission:  Expedite global reach to professionally answer our Nation’s call. 

Vision:  Bold Airmen…shaping AMC’s premier en route for tomorrow. 

Motto:  Flexibility, Tenacity, Velocity…DEPEND ON US! 

Wing Priority:  Execute and sustain Rapid Global Mobility 

Goal:  A trained, ready, and postured Air Mobility team providing agility and global reach in EUCOM, CENTCOM, and 

AFRICOM AORs 

 Objective 1:  Strengthen squadron-level mission effectiveness across en route core functions 

 Objective 2:  Implement a program that measures en route mission readiness under more difficult conditions 

 Objective 3:  Increase functional interoperability & awareness through competitions & improved training 

 Objective 4:  Institute wing-level C2 and planning to enhance mission command & resource management 

Wing Priority:  Develop and care for Airmen and their Families 

Goal:  A highly resilient and disciplined team of Airmen and families prepared for the challenges of today and tomorrow 

 Objective 1:  Foster a climate that strengthens individuals, work centers, squadrons & families 

 Objective 2:  Educate ourselves and others about the Wing’s role as the Air Mobility backbone in this theater  

 Objective 3:  Develop an awareness of each Airman’s role and importance to mission success 

 Objective 4:  Link Airman performance and training together to maximize effectiveness and future opportunity 

Wing Priority:  Prepare the en route for tomorrow 

Goal:  Established en route facilities, equipment, posture, and training that enable future C2, port, & MX effectiveness 

 Objective 1:  Strengthen the culture of process improvement at individual, squadron, group, & wing levels 

 Objective 2:  Develop a process to match mission needs to resources that strengthens en route readiness 

 Objective 3:  Team with 515 AMOW partners to refine and craft the future operating ideas of the en route system 

Wing Priority:  Develop and enhance partnerships 

Goal:  Unit-level relationships at all locations that enhance mission effectiveness, care for Airmen and their families, and 

build awareness of the importance of Global Reach 

 Objective 1:  Sustain base and unit relationships to strengthen mission and Airman effectiveness at all levels 

 Objective 2:  Increase awareness of the en route system’s role in providing Global Reach to the Nation 

Objective 3:  Team with partners to maximize the opportunities for AMOW Airmen and families at each location 
to be more successful and rewarded in both mission and quality of life 


